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President’s
Message
The Future of Now is
Smiling Upon Us
As many of you will immediately note this is the first image of
me smiling to date. Yep, you are
right. I should share I have taken
a fair share of flak (valid perhaps) for having such a stern face
for the last few messages. Alas I
believe I should be both honest
and authentic in my thoughts and
in my deeds. So why the sudden
change?
I remembered who I am.

I am a photographer….
I am…

…a time traveler, a light chaser, an observer, a visionary, a
painter of light, a story teller —
one who creates or anticipates
that singular moment where
something meaningful unfolds
before them. A photographer is
one who is constantly peering
into the mirror of our collective
souls. One who sees the world
reflected in their own eyes and
wrests that reality into an artistic
expression. A photographer is
part soothsayer, part guardian
of man’s history, a caretaker of
time. A photographer looks for
Space, Position, Line, and Tone,
and other subtle elements to create impact. A purveyor of moods
and feelings via grand sweeping
vistas of the world. A photog-
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rapher is part technician, part
artist, part problem solver, part
acrobat, sometimes counselor,
almost always an ambassador, a
director, one who gets right up
in your face or seeks to glimpse
you from afar. A photographer’s
career is seen by the outsider
as glamorous and exciting, but
working photographers know
otherwise….for surely it is anything but. A photographer looks
at the big picture but also sees
that which is unseen to the naked
eye, seeing both the forest AND
the trees. A photographer sees in
color and in black and white, and
all tones in between, but always
in the absolute and in the abstract. A photographer may lay in
wait for hours in anticipation of a
fleeting moment or simply catch
it as it rushes by.

As a photographer….
I see…

…the gaze of a child, a confident
teen, the little ones on the go.
The pink morning light rushing
over the pond skims the lighthouse sitting at bay. A smoke

filled room with a grizzled old
man all obscured in light tones of
grey. A whispered light hush of a
baby’s warm breath breaks the
silences of the new day. A high
mountain top all dressed in azure
with fleecy clouds sailing on by. A
cocksure young lass with admirers at bay shares a smile for gazes
applied. A touch, an embrace, and
a hug for the man who is weeping
there all alone. Bunches of red, a
petal of gold, a face all awash in
some blue. A wedding, a birth, a
graduation cheer lift the spirits
of those by and by. The swoosh
of the net, the crack of the bat,
a skier’s pole tapping the gate
passing by. Columns rise from the
ground trying to reach up and
touch the sky. A stairwell climbs
too as if to say “me too” as a person strolls passing by. Something

continued on page 4
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Dahlia Blossom, by Michael and
Tina Timmons. See more of their
work, and learn what’s behind it,
at PPW’s Spring Conference on
Sunday, March 29.
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Editor’s Notes
by Mark Turner
Resolved: spend more time
outside, more time on personal
photography projects.

I kept my nose to the grindstone in 2014, totally skewing my
work-life balance. It was a good
year, but I could have been anywhere. This year, to feed my soul,
I need to get back to the reason
I live in the Pacific Northwest—
snow-capped mountains, blue
sea, and mysterious forests.

My inner artist got pushed
aside. Getting outside again will
help release it. Your muse, your
inspiration, is likely different
from mine, but I hope you’ll find a
way to feed it in 2015.
This issue was planned as
the “fine art” issue. You’ll find
thoughts from Judy Horn and
Dean Huggins about their fine art
photography, as well as a reflective piece I wrote as I struggled
to rethink what it means to be a
photographer and an artist.
I never know what our members will share. Journey to Chicago, Yellowstone, and a bald
eagle stand in Idaho. Build your
business by paying attention to
what Bruce Hudson and Michael
Thresher say.

Join me at Spring Conference
in Vancouver March 26-31. I’ll be
making notes and planning what
to bring back to my studio afterwards.
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President’s Message
continued from page 2

hot and something cold, the fire
reigns down from the sky. Wind
on the wings, a cat on the move
as he stalks unsuspecting prey. A
barn and a horse stand alone in
the mist as night takes over the
day. The old and the young in a
moment they share as the clock
ticks the seconds away. The innocence of eyes await love’s first
kiss as the heart loudly pounds
away. The writer leans back from
his typewriter to pause while his
cigar puffs him away. A sailor’s
embrace to his girl in the midst
gives gives some comfort from
far away. The form of a woman in
shadow-light play gives a timeless artistic array. Sinuous lines
lead your eyes down a path that
is sure to entice any soul. While
the branches and tentacles race
through the image in a seemingly balanced way. Winter,
Spring, Summer, and Fall all vie
for the wondrous eye. While
dozens of chalk-colored boats
seem to shout “look at me” while
the sun drifts on by. An orange

moon rises over bending trees
down below holding court over
those that all sway. A moment
in time through the aerial haze
lets the mountains champion
the day. Distant places made
now to be near with the rush of
a waterfall. A rock by the edge of
a ragged torn beach as the sun
slips beneath the ways. There’s
a team of white horses pounding
thunderously across the stream
in the morning dew. The rush of
the falls in the hush of late Fall
gives pause to your most hurried
day. A pelican sits on the dock
in the sun considering his next
meal way. The woosh of the wind
as the bride’s veil soars beckons
a kiss on this bride’s day. You
see the path less traveled as it
beckons you all to be true to your
purposeful way.

The life of a
photographer….

…I live my dream every day. I
am so blessed to love what I do.
I continue to have passion for it
each and every day. My sincere
hope for all is that in the New

You
know

the value
of PPW
membership —
the education, the fellowship, and the fun.

Ask

another photographer you know
to join you at a district event or spring conference and then
to become a PPW member.
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Year your passion thrives and
grows. Know we are working on
ways to help support that passion and growth. We here at PPW
wish you a Happy New Year and
prosperous 2015!
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2015 Spring Conference
March 26-31, 2015
Red Lion on the Quay in
Vancouver, Washington
Print competition judging will
be March 26, 27, and 28, with
educational programs on March
27-31. This is a PPA Western District competition with national
judges and entries from Alaska,
California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Wyoming,
Alberta, British Columbia, and
Saskatchewan as well as Washington. More details on page 30.
The full schedule is on this
page, with descriptions of each
program on the following pages.
Register on the PPW website,
ppw.org, or print the form on
page 33 and mail it with your
check.

Lodging is at the Red Lion on
the Quay, 100 Columbia St, Vancouver, WA 98660. You may make
room reservations by calling
877-423-7115 or 360-694-8341.
Please use PPW Group Rate code
PROF0325 to receive the group
rate of $89.95 (single), $95.95
(double) + tax. Hotel reservations
must be booked by March 15,
2015 to guarantee the convention rate. We have a limited room
block that is first come, first
served.
Marie Martineau-Sandberg
is chair of the 2015 conference
committee.

Daily Conference Schedule
Thursday, March 26
8:00 am
12:00 - 1:00
1:00 - 6:00

Judging Begins (Open to public)
Lunch Break (lunch on your own)
Judging Continues (Open to public)

Friday, March 27

8:00 am
Judging Resumes (Open to public)
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch Break (lunch on your own)
1:00- 6:00
Judging Continues (Open to public)
6:30 - 9:30
Jill Davidson: Art of Beauty and
		Boudoir Portraiture
7:00 pm
Judges Dinner

Saturday, March 28

8:00 - 12:00
10:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 1:00
1:00 - 3:00
3:00 - 6:00
6:00 - 9:30
6:30		

Judging Resumes (Open to public)
CPP Exam
Lunch Break (lunch on your own)
Print Judging Concludes (Open to public)
Ernst-Ulrich Schaefer: Black and White, My Way
Trade Show (Open to public)
Opening Night Dinner and Trade Show

Sunday, March 29

8:30 - 12:00 Program Keynote: Michael and Tina Timmons:
		Beyond Image Capture
11:30		
General Membership Meeting -Voting
12:00-3:00
Lunch and Trade Show (Open to public)
3:00 - 6:00
Michael and Tina Timmons (continued)
6:30 pm
All Conference Photograph (Island/Hawaiian Theme)
7:00 - 11:00 Dinner /Auction/Fun Party (Island/Hawaiian Theme)

Monday, March 30

9:00 - 12:00
		
12:00 - 1:30
2:00 - 5:30
6:00 pm
6:00 - ?		
		

Bruce Berg: The Art of Photographing
Children & Families
New Member Lunch
Lora Yeater: Follow your Heart (Seniors)
Life Member Receiving Line & No Host Bar
President’s Banquet, Best of Awards & Degree
Presentations, Installation of Officers

Tuesday, March 31
8:00 - 1:00
1:00 pm

Mark Bryant: Hyper-Reality Portraiture (Family)
PPW Board Meeting
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The Art of Beauty and
Boudoir Portraiture
Friday, March 27, 6:30 pm

Black and White Art and Portraiture
Saturday, March 28, 3:00 pm
Ernst-Ulrich Schafer, Washington Portrait Photogarpher of the Year
2012, will dicuss his history as a photographer and share his knowledge of the black and white world.
He will then demonstrate his studio set up, talk about lighting a bit,
take some portraits and then demonstrate his conversion to black and
white images.

Certified Professional Photographer and two time Fuji Award
Winner Jill Davidson will walk
you through the steps to create
a high end beauty and boudoir
session, from clothing selection,
hair and makeup, lighting, to
corrective posing. There will be a
live shooting demo, so bring your
camera and business cards.
Jill operates Emotion Portrait
Design in Twin Falls, Idaho.
emotionportraitdesign.com
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Beyond Image Capture
Keynote Program: Sunday, March 29, 8:30 am–6:00 pm
In today’s economy it is important to diversify your portrait business
to be the most profitable. Tina and Michael Timmons will show you
how to photograph, manipulate, market, and sell “customizable” images as Fine Art Interior Décor. Every home and business is an opportunity; each has a need for imagery to be used as décor. Subject matter
is unlimited.
In this fast paced, high energy program, all secrets will be shared!
These success stories, in addition to the pitfalls that starting a new
endeavor can create, will hopefully save others much time and effort.

Together Michael and Tina have embarked on a journey that has
brought many rewards, awards, and accolades from around the world,
in addition to financial gain neither had
anticipated, just by
using their already
honed photography
skills from years of
portrait experience.
We all have the skills
and talent to add this
new product line; we
sometimes just need
a little nudge to do something different. The beauty is… each photographer will find and offer his or her own unique style with these easy
techniques.
Michael and Tina have both been involved in photography since
1983 and joined forces in 2000 after owning individual studios. They
own The Portrait Gallery and Gallery 143 in Michigan. The portrait
studio specializes in family, children, high school senior portraits, and
events. Gallery 143 offers customizable Fine Art Interior Décor, and
services clients such as NASCAR, Hendricks Motor Sports, Drury Inns,
McDonalds Restaurants, in addition
to banks, hotels, doctors offices,
individual businesses and private
collectors.
They travel all over the world
sharing their experiences, while
continually photographing each location to add to their fine art library.
theportraitgallery.net
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The Art of Photographing Children and Families
Monday, March 30, 9:00–12:00

Follow Your Heart:
Senior Photography
Monday, March 30, 2:00–5:30

Looking for a Great Way to Build your Business? Children & Family
Portraits are your ticket!

Oregon’s four-time Photographer of the Year, Bruce Berg, will share
how to market, photograph and sell family & children’s portraiture
while having fun at the same time.

Offering insight into how to build up your business is key in these
tough economic climates, because parents still invest disposable income
into artistic images of their family. Find out the best ways to get them to
your door.
Considered by his peers to be one of the more creative photographers
on the West Coast, Bruce has been featured in more than 200 books and
publications. Specializing in children, families and seniors, he has been
quoted by USA TODAY in an article about High School Senior portraits.
A PPA AN-NE award winner, Bruce’s work has been on display at
Disney’s Epcot center three times, and is on permanent display at the
Hines Photography Museum in Nova Scotia. He has spoken to over 30
PPA affiliate events and was a platform speaker at WPPI in 2009 &
2013.

Bruce says, “I am a working photographer first. As a speaker, I believe
in giving fun, informative programs with solid content not fluff.” His
studio is in Springfield, Oregon. bruceberg.com
8 • The Washington Photographer Winter 2015

Lora Yeater operates Memories by Lora Yeater Photography
in Alma, West Virginia. She has
been West Virginia Photographer
of the Year multiple times and
has several images in PPA’s Loan
Collection.

Hyper Reality
Portraiture
Tuesday, March 31, 8:00–1:00
Discover Hyper Reality Portraiture with Mark Bryant. One of
the most important factors in
photography is VISION. Knowing
equipment, lighting, composition,
color harmony...and the basics of
art, will enable us to capture our
personal vision. Knowing when
to APPLY and BREAK traditional
rules, will allow us to passionately create with our minds, hearts
and souls.
Portraiture is not only capturing
a personʼs appearance or likeness, but a collective portrayal of
their character, beliefs, passions
and relationships. Through the
technical process of compositing
a subject onto a selected background the creative possibilities
and creative expression are endless. Your vision can come to life
which is the essence of lifestyle
portrait photography.

We will study composition, lighting, equipment, and post production Photoshop techniques.

of such national magazines as
Town and Country, Fly Fisherman, Good Housekeeping, Wall
Street Journal, Log Home Living,
and more. Mark has numerous
International Loan Collection
prints and in 2012 was the third
photographer ever to achieve 8
out of 8 in the Loan Collection,
the prestigious Double Diamond.
A unique style and passion has
given them the opportunity to
travel the U.S. photographing

commercial and architectural
assignments as well as teaching
photographers at workshops and
other venues.

Capturing the inner and outer
beauty of people and awakening
the heart and mind of the viewer
has renewed their passion and
commitment to the art of portrait
photography, their first love.
bryantphotographics.com

• masks
• burning and dodging for creative
impact
• textures and overlays,(layer
modes,blending subjects with
backgrounds)
• lighting (ratios,light modifiers etc.)
• posing (traditional and contemporary) groups and individuals
• Extraction
• Lens and camera perspective

Mark and Sandra Bryant operate
a studio in Missoula, Montana.
Their work has graced the pages
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Touching the Heart
By Judy Horn
The development of the process
used to create my art has been a
long and ever-changing journey
that began in about grade six and
continues to this day. Over the
years I have tried most media and
techniques used in image creation,
not claiming to have completely
mastered any of them, which
seems to be the key to my current
endeavors. I really enjoy combining
different media in many different
ways. A background in oil painting has fit nicely into my painted
portraits, as have collage techniques. The image of the little girl
(my grand-daughter Maddie) was
collaged with a photograph of the

Through

Art
puppy and another of the waves
on the beach here in Ocean Shores.
By combining these photographic
and other techniques I am able to
offer clients the exact completed
painting that they want. Even after
my images are printed on canvas
I usually go back to work on them
with brushes, palette knives, and
acrylic paint.
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Several artists and photographers have inspired me to do what

Touching the
Heart
I do. Helen Yancy has been instrumental in my development and
has become a good friend. Thom
Rouse, Richard Sturdevant, and
Moni Wagoner are a few others.
Check out their websites and you
will see some beautiful work.

When I first began my professional photography career, I was
told by a very successful photographer to work on weddings, families, and commercial work — “stay
away from kids and pets, there’s no
money there.” Today I concentrate
most of my commissioned work
on kids and pets. I am certainly
not making tons of money but I am
doing what I love. When I deliver
a piece of art to a client and they
get tears in their eyes I know I
have touched their heart and that’s
exactly what my goal is.
Judy Horn is a former PPW member from Ocean Shores where she
operates Horn Fine Art Imaging.

hornfineartimaging.com

Spring
Conference
Red Lion on the Quay

Vancouver, WA
March 26-31

Measuring Success as
a Photographic Artist

By Dean Huggins
About 20 years ago I decided
to buy a “good” camera, at least
an upgrade from the 110 Pocket
Instamatic I was using then to
something that I could use to
become a photographer. I felt
very nervous at the time in calling myself a photographer but it
seemed a good outlet to satisfy
my artistic cravings. Artists run
on both sides of my family. My
mother was an oil paint artist;
my daughter is very talented
and won every art contest she
entered in school. My aunt Grace
was an artist also. I took some
lessons and classes and always
ended at the top of my class. The
problem I faced was time and
a place to practice art. When I
bought my first real camera I

was living with my wife and 4
children in a mobile home, not
exactly a perfect environment for
an artist to spend long hours in
peace painting beautiful scenes
of rivers, sunsets, and oceans.

So where has my first Minolta
camera purchase taken me?
Jumping into a full time business
as a photographer with no prior
training did not seem like a smart
idea, considering the four little
bird mouths at home that needed
to be fed. So my camera started
out as a serious hobby venture
and a learning time on how to
take great pictures. So I thought.

Having nowhere except expensive schools to learn photography,
I turned to magazines for help.

continued on page 12
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continued from page 11

This gave me a baseline to work
from. At first terms like “Fine Art
Photography” and “Artistic License” did not mean much to me
and I wondered why people were
arguing over these definitions. As
I progressed
in my self-education I found
simple rules
here and there
that began to
dawn upon my
artistic pallet
of thought as beneficial to making art with my camera. This was
more difficult than I thought.
First of all not everyone shared
my excitement and enthusiasm
over my photographs being “art.”
To this day there are the
detractors who still dog us
photographers as not being
artists.

not just picture taking. The other
showed me that sacrifice (my
cash) was as important as the
painter’s high quality paint brush
or excellent canvas. Good glass,
as we photographers call it, does
make a difference.

hues blended with a brush, abstract shaped clouds and water,
surrealistic sunsets, exaggerated
animals, and the list goes on.
As I grew in my photography I
found that Photoshop and other
software were very helpful to
me and that most of the prints I
was selling had
not much to do
with reality and
perfect renditions
of “being there.”
I found myself
loving the artistic
things I could do
with my photographs. I went through many
stages of oversaturating, pumping up contrast till it screamed,
HDR overkill, etc. I have come to
the conclusion that for this photographer a blended mixture
of these is quite pleasing to
me. I recently joined PPW
and entered four of my images into Print Competition.
I was told that since all four
of my images “hung” that
I did pretty well. I am OK
with that and it was fun to
enter into the competition
with serious photographers.
These events are also great
places to learn and reshape
our own photo skills. A good
value indeed.

Measuring Success as
a Photographic Artist
But somewhere along the way
the way I learned something
about human nature and art.
People don’t necessarily want a
perfect realistic copy of a scene
or landscape. We tend to like soft

As I burned through rolls
and rolls of 35mm film I
found a great need to advance to the next level. What
was it that would inspire
consumers and lovers of art
to buy my photos? Something had to change. So two
wonderful things happened
to me at this juncture:
#1 I joined a photo club
where they had a critiquing
session each month.
#2 I purchased my first
piece of high quality glass.

I cannot say enough about
these two decisions. The
one started to teach me the
science of image making,
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When it comes to sales of
my images, yes I have sold
many but not enough to
depend upon the sales for
income that pays the electric
bill. This is not disturbing
to me as I have a full time
job outside of photography.
Would I want to go full time
as a photographer? Perhaps,

as long as I was still able to be
outdoors and shoot beautiful
scenery as well as macro images.
The real money is in doing weddings, portraits, commercial, and
journalistic photography. While
I have enjoyed these genres,
they are not my central passion.
Where I am at right now I can
still practice the passion, make a
little on the side, have an artistic
outlet, make new friends, go to
amazing natural places, set up a
booth here and there, and generally enjoy the art of it.

As far as making money with
my art goes? Well we all know
the starving artist syndrome. I
am not starving and I don’t have
a Scott Kelby reputation but I
am working on it. Galleries, gift
stores, internet, and other venues
are all part of where I market
and sell. It doesn’t take much to
get a business license, join some
societies, clubs, and groups to get
your name known locally. I go to
different photographic gatherings on a regular basis and enjoy
them. I am also active in a local

photo club as president, vice
president, mentor, teacher, or
whatever talents I can share.

Success is too often measured
by dollars coming across the
counter to pay the bills and by
how many followers you have
amassed. Is that true success? I
would hope that success is not
measured by lucre alone but that
integrity, honesty, joy, happiness,
and contentment, to name a few,
are more important than materialistic gain. These untouchables

don’t pay the rent but they make
for a satisfying life which will be
remembered much longer than
my savings account balance. I
would have to say that a mixture
of both should be a deserving
medal in the accomplishments of
life.

Dean Huggins is a relatively new
PPW member from Otis Orchards,
near Spokane.
deanhuggins.com
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Is Photography

Art?
by Mark Turner
Is photography art, craft, science, documentation, or technology? From the earliest days of
the medium, photographers and
critics have been discussing the
nature of photography. Certainly
some photographs are mere records, utilitarian, unworthy of being called art. Other photographs
are clearly pieces of art. What’s
the difference?
“Art is an interpreter of the inexpressible, and therefore it seems a
folly to try to convey its meaning
afresh by means of words,” wrote
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
Perhaps it’s folly to write of art,
and of photography as art. No less
a photographer, and artist, than
Edward Weston (in Photography—

Not Pictorial, Camera Craft Vol. 37, No.
7, pp. 313-20, 1930) expressed that

sentiment, “I have always held
that there is too much talk about
art—not enough work.”
I’ve been reconsidering the
nature of art in photography
over the past few weeks, and the
answer isn’t simple. I say reconsidering because it’s something
I thought about nearly 40 years
ago as a photography major in
college. In my mind there’s a
continuum between the utilitarian and the artistic. Perhaps it’s

easiest to begin with the negative—photographs that make no
pretense of being works of art.

When our contractor photographed construction progress,
documenting the location of
studs, wiring, and plumbing, the
resulting images were purely
utilitarian. When I snapped a
light fixture in a store with my
phone camera to share with my
wife at home to decide whether
to purchase it, the picture had immediate communicative value but
no long-term value as art. When
a mother snaps pictures of her
children playing, the images may

a vision? That’s certainly important to raise a photograph above
a snapshot, but is it enough?
Is it technique, incorporating
elements of design and careful
attention to the play of light and
shadow? Those are important,
too, but we’ve likely all seen images that were technically perfect—subject placed carefully on
the rule of thirds grid, with dramatic lighting, yet utterly boring.

No, impeccable technique and
adherence to the rules of composition don’t guarantee that a photograph will be a work of art. In
today’s digital world I can apply

There are men working for big money in the
profession who are but charlatans of the most
flagrant type

be important and meaningful to
her family now and far into the
future but she probably wasn’t
thinking about creating art when
she picked up her camera.
I’d like to think I bring at least
a little artistic sensibility to each
of the photographs I create, but
perhaps I’m deluding myself and
only practicing the craft of photography.

Is the artist intentional—thinking, planning, and implementing
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all manner of “artistic” filters to
my photographs, digitally smear
pixels around as if I were using a
camel’s hair brush, or otherwise
manipulate my image beyond
recognition as a photograph.
None of these by themselves turn
a mundane snapshot into art.

Ansel Adams, one of the photographers I looked to for inspiration as I was beginning my career,
wrote in 1944 (A Personal Credo,

in American Annual of Photography, Vol.

58, pp. 7-16, reprinted in Photographers

on Photography), “The momentum

derived from mechanical facility carries truly unworthy work
far beyond its natural height. ...
There are men working for big
money in the profession who
are but charlatans of the most
flagrant type; they possess an
adequate mechanical ability
which only serves to accent their
presumptuous lack of taste and
sensitivity.”

A little later, Adams says “I have
often thought that if photography
were difficult in the true sense
of the term—meaning that the
creation of a simple photograph
would entail as much time and
effort as the production of a good
watercolor or etching—there
would be a vast improvement in
total output. The sheer ease with
which we can produce a superficial image often leads to creative
disaster. We must remember that
a photograph can hold just as
much as we put into it, and no
one has ever approached the full
possibilities of the medium.”

Today, the technology of photography has advanced to make
the creation of images even easier than in Adams’ day. There’s no
need to load film, we don’t have
to choose how to develop our
negatives, we don’t spend hours
in the darkroom perfecting a
print. Our cameras figure exposure, our lenses focus themselves,
there’s no financial hit to the
pocketbook for holding a finger
on the shutter button until our
memory card is full. No wonder
there are so many images, most
of them downright awful, created
every day. Maybe “created” is too

strong a word and “snapped” is
more appropriate.

with a camera, a brush, a pen, or
some other medium. There have
been many styles in photography,
just as there have been many
styles in painting. Is the gauzy
pictorialist style popularized
by Henry P. Robinson in the late
1800s more or less art than the
tack-sharp images of the f/64

If we look to Ansel Adams for
inspiration, then a photograph
will be thoughtfully conceived,
mindfully created, and carefully
executed. It won’t happen in an
instant; time and effort will be

A certain amount of contempt for the material
employed to express an idea is indispensable to the
purest realization of this idea.

required. We’ll look inside, as
well as at what is in front of our
lens, as we create our images.
There must be something personal, something inside ourselves
as artists that comes out in the
photograph.
Perhaps one element of the artistic photograph is the personal
expression of something inside.
You and I may walk down the
same trail, yet see completely different things. That which inspires
me to set up my tripod and linger
over the details of a scene may
leave you bored. We could place
our tripod legs in the same holes
and our photographic interpretations could be utterly different,
leading viewers to wonder whether we’d been in the same place at
the same time. I’ve certainly experienced that when seeing a fellow
photographer’s work in the same
small garden where we were both
photographing. Without personal
vision and interpretation there
can be no art.
As photographers we certainly
emulate those who came before
us, whether they were working

school that arose in rebellion
in the early 1900s? The street
photography of Robert Frank, or
the otherworldly illusions from
Jerry Uelsmann? Man Ray’s photograms, made without a camera?
Dorothea Lange’s penetrating
portraits of the dustbowl?
It’s not a particular style that
makes a photograph art, no more
than pointillism, cubism, or realism make a painting art.
Perhaps it’s the manipulation
of the medium that transforms
the mundane into art. Man Ray
wrote (The Age of Light, Preface

to Man Ray Photographs 1920-1934,

Paris, 1934, quoted in Photographers
on Photography), “For, whether a

painter, emphasizing the importance of the idea he wishes to
convey introduces bits of readymade chromos alongside his
handiwork, or whether another,
working directly with light and
chemistry, so deforms the subject
as almost to hide the identity of
the original, and creates a new
form, the ensuing violation of the
continued on page 16
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Is Photography
continued from page 15

medium employed is the most
perfect assurance of the author’s
convictions. A certain amount of
contempt for the material employed to express an idea is indispensable to the purest realization
of this idea.”

But if art requires manipulation of the medium so that the
subject is no longer recognizable
then what does that say about the
work of Adams, Weston, Lange,
and Dykinga? Each of them portrayed the world in a “truthful”
manner, employing the best characteristics of the photographic
medium. Edward Weston wrote
(What is Photographic Beauty?, Cam-

ing. Then he says, “let us have
photographic beauty. Is it art—
can it be? Who knows or cares?
It is a vital new way of seeing,
it belongs to our day and age,
its possibilities have only been
touched upon. So why bother
about art—a word so abused it
is almost obsolete. But for the
sake of discussion, the difference between good and bad art
lies in the minds that created,
rather than in skill of hands: a
fine technician may be a very bad
artist, but a fine artist usually
makes himself a fine technician
to better express his thoughts.
And the camera not only sees differently with each worker using it

That’s not so different from
any of the other arts. I pulled out
my copy of H.W. Janson’s History
of Art (1969 edition) to re-read
the introduction. I wanted to get
a “professional” perspective on
what constitutes art. On page
11 I found these words: “Clearly,
then, the making of a work of art
has little in common with what
we ordinarily mean by ‘making.’
It is a strange and risky business
in which the maker never quite
knows what he is making until he
has actually made it; or, to put it
another way, it is a game of findand-seek in which the seeker
is not sure what he is looking
for until he has found it. ... to

but sees differently than the eye
see: it must, with its single eye of
varying focal lengths.”

the non-artist, it seems hard to
believe that this uncertainty, this
need-to-take-a-chance, should be
the essence of the artist’s work.
For we all tend to think of ‘making’ in terms of the craftsman or
manufacturer who knows exactly
what he wants to produce from
the outset, picks the tools best
fitted to his task, and is sure of
what he is doing at every step.”

It is a strange and risky business in which the
maker never quite knows what he is making until he
has actually made it

era Craft, Vol. 46, 1939, p. 254, quoted in

Photographers on Photography), “The
photographer’s power lies in his
ability to re-create his subject
in terms of its basic reality, and
present this re-creation in such
a form that the spectator feels
that he is seeing not just a symbol
for the object, but the thing itself
revealed for the first time. Guided
by the photographer’s selective
understanding, the penetrating
power of the camera-eye can be
used to produce a heightened
sense of reality—a kind of super
realism that reveals the vital essences of things.”

A little later in the same essay Weston details some of the
characteristics of photography
that differentiate it from paint-

Art?

So photographic artwork can
lie, or it can tell the truth? Maybe
it does both simultaneously,
depending on the vision of the
artist. The one thing that seems
clear to me is that to rise above
mere utility, an artistic photograph must express something
intrinsic inside the artist. Some
burning passion has to come out
of the process of creating the
photograph. It’s not just a pretty
picture.
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I find those words at the same
time comforting and disturbing.
I’d like to have a clear definition
of art, while I take solace in the
idea that truly creating something artistic requires a leap

of faith. I can’t simply imitate
Rembrandt’s lighting, Picasso’s
breaking of a subject into abstract cubist elements, or John
Singer Sargent’s portrait posing.
I can look to all of those artists,
as well as Adams and Weston, for
ideas and inspiration. But in the
end if what I create is to be called
“art” then I have to take risks, be
vulnerable to failure, and bring
something of my inner being to
my creative work.

It’s not easy being an artist.
Most days, I feel like I’m more of
a hack than an artist. Am I being
too harsh with myself, judging
my “B Roll” against the first-rate
work of my peers and competitors? I don’t know. Clients certainly pay me good money for
my photography, but am I one of
the charlatans to which Adams
referred? Maybe part of being
an artist is being insecure about
one’s own work. I can’t eliminate
the ego factor. I need external
strokes to feed my self-worth. But
at the same time I have to reach
within to find my muse.
I originally got into photography because I was fascinated
with the technology, a photo nerd
before the term came into being.
But I’ve also strived to release
my inner artist. Maybe one day it
will happen. I think it’s a struggle
worth continuing. Will I know my
own art when I see it? I hope so.
Author’s note: I encourage you
to search out the work of the
photographers quoted. Their
work is not reproduced here out
of respect for their copyrights.
Visit your library or use your
favorite search engine.

Conference Print Handlers Needed
By Marie Martineau-Sandberg,
PPW Conference Chair
With Spring conference coming
up March 26-31, members often
ask, “How can I help?” Either that
or assume that we have all the
help we need already. There are
always ways that members can
help and assure an even more
successful conference.
One of the ways
is handling prints,
although PPA will
be handling the
judges this year
we still will have a
print salon and they
will be judging both
digital and physical
prints. Members
who volunteer and
are PPA members
will receive 1 PPA
merit per day. Print
handlers sort the
prints, put the
scores on the back
of the prints after
they are judged and hang the
exhibit after the judges are done.
PPW merits can also be earned.

To volunteer, e-mail Marie
Martineau-Sandberg at <tmlsfoto@comcast.net> or call 360456-6443.
Other conference chairs:

Print Salon, Don Cianci
Publicity, Lisa Lamping
Registration, Julie Fitzpatrick
Scholarship, Keith Currie
Photographers, Michael Thresher
Hospitality, Kristen Garcia

Memorial, Heidi Swoboda
Awards, Rachel Hathaway
Fun Party, Sonja Yearsley
Awards Presentation, Jon Sandberg
Trade Show, Lisa Dillon and Faye
Johnson
Salon Logistics, Volunteer Needed
call Marie
Props, Mark Fitzgerald.

It takes a team of volunteers.
See those Volunteer Needed?
Step up! You earn service merits
toward your AFP or FP degree by
volunteering.

PPW is about fellowship, learning and sharing I can think of
no better way to get the most of
your PPW membership than by
volunteering.
Mark your calendars and see
you in Vancouver!
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Be Prepared, Then Punt:
The Power of Projection Sales
By Michael Thresher
River Street Photography
I would love to relate to you my
first trial run at an on-location
session followed by the immediate image presentation and order.
It was my first session of 2015, at
the grandparents home about an
hour from the studio, with extended
family at the end of their Christmas
vacation. The day began with some
trepidation as would be expected
from a “first time” procedure. We had
decided to do the portraits at 10am
followed by the projection at noon so
people could hit the road by 1pm.

On a previous visit, we had chosen
the beautiful family room for the
portraits as that area was large and
had excellent light. I arrived to find
the family room in total chaos of
Christmas toys, as would be typical
of 5 little boys, 4 dogs and 8 adults
packing to leave for home. But you
just smile and dive in, right? Well,
as the presents disappeared, the 2
smallest boys thought they were
losing their toys forever and soon
red eyes, runny noses, pouting
lips, and exasperated parents were
everywhere. But we got-er-done and
the session proceeded without a
hitch, getting just enough images of
not-totally-crying children to make
something acceptable.

I had asked for about an hour to
prepare the images for presentation.
I knew that was pushing it, as I’d just
received my Windows 8 tablet and

loaded the latest Photoshop
CC, but I thought, “How different could it be?” Stupid,
stupid, stupid.... Needless
to say, I found that even a
simple drag of an image to a
different part of the screen
resulted in instant chaos
— not unlike what had just
happened with a room full
of toys! Oh I’m sure there
are settings somewhere to Original unedited portrait capture, as projected.
stop that from happening,
but I had a job to do, so I muddled
pouring through a sliding glass door
through, keeping my feelings for
and straight onto the projection area.
Adobe well under the audible level.
The client went to get a blanket to
Then came time for the projechang over the door and came back
tion. If you know me, you know that
with a thin yellow spread, the effect
I feel projection is the only intelof which was to bathe the room in a
ligent way to present professional
thick tungsten-yellow glow. But the
images, and in this case, we were
clients were so good! They thought it
set up to project the images over the
was hilarious trying to identify who
mantle. About a week previously, I
was who by the faint outline on the
had made sure the projector worked
wall. Even so, it didn’t take long to
perfectly with ProSelect on the new
make the decisions — after all, they
tablet, but that was before installjust wanted to hit the road!
ing PhotoShop CC. I confidently set
One thing is certain, projection is
everything up, thinking that it would
amazing! Even with the faint outline
be smooth sailing from here on out.
of people barely identifiable, they
Did I say that was before installing
ordered a beautiful canvas wall
PhotoShop? You guessed it — there
portrait to grace their mantle, plus 3
was NO image on the screen but the
portrait albums and a dozen smaller
tablet’s logo. Exhausting every idea,
portraits. I’m pretty sure it’s my
with not a hint of success, even my
largest January family portrait order
personal motto, “Never Give Up,
ever, and a great way to begin 2015.
Never Surrender!” was about to go
down for the count.
Just to say, if you don’t project,
you’re missing out. Even a totally
It was about 1 pm when I finally
lame, barely visible presentation can
got the first images on the screen,
yield profits way beyond expectation.
perfectly coinciding with the sun
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The f/5.3 Judging System
By Deke Cloyd
The f/5.3 judging system is a
unique new method by which
to judge and critique images,
whether live or on-line. It is easy
to learn from, understand, and
teach others with. In the f/5.3
system, images are evaluated for
Composition, Technical Quality,
and Impact, with 1-5 points for
each and a maximum score of 15.

A complete video explanation
can be found online: 8feetacross.
com/webinar-registration-2/

see how widespread this was and
spent several days calling random
camera clubs and schools across
the country to ask their opinion
on judging. We were amazed at
how similar the comments were.
No matter where we called or
who we talked to, they all seemed
to have the same issues with
judges, judging, and how images
were being critiqued.

Who is it for?

The f/5.3 judging method was
designed initially and primarily
for camera clubs and schools.
However, it has been widely accepted by many other groups and
photographers, and even working
professionals have stated how it
has helped them and improved
their work on an ongoing basis.
One of the main reasons is due to
being a quick (usually 2 to 3 minutes) way of showing the main
points (both positive and negative) that need to be addressed in
any image critique.

How did it come about?

After heavy involvement with
various camera clubs and schools
over the years, we started hearing complaints and dissatisfaction with regards to judges, judging, and how images were being
critiqued. After trying to find out
why from quite a few local camera club members, we decided to

Why was it developed?

F/5.3 was developed because
there seemed to be no consistent judging method that was so
simple and quick. Photographers
around the world were on forums
and social media outlets, asking
for cc (constructive criticism).
In our search, we found that
photographers at all levels were
getting either little to no critique,
or many dozens that were not
consistent in any way. In many
cases, the critiques were not even
addressing what the maker was
asking for in the first place. The
frustration on the internet was,
and still is, very high due to these
inconsistencies.

How does it compare to
PPA/PPW judging?

The f/5.3 method is VERY different than what is used by the
Professional Photographers or
America (PPA), and in turn, the
Professional Photographers of
Washington (PPW). Since it was
designed initially for camera
clubs and schools, it needed to be
simple and relatively fast. It also
needed to clearly define the good
aspects as well as what the maker
could do to improve the image. In
most cases, each image only had
a few minutes to be reviewed,
critiqued and then scored. In PPA
competition, judges evaluate images on 12 points. F/5.3 reduces
the categories down to 3: Composition, Impact, and Technical. We
score from 1 to 5 in each of these
categories to arrive at a final
score, 15 being the highest and
3 being the lowest. This is very
easy to learn from when anyone
takes a look at their own hand.
Your hand has 5 elements. The
middle finger would represent a
3 (an average score). From there,
you can see where the ring finger
would be a 2 (slightly below
average), and the pinky would be
a 1 (well below average). On the
opposite side, the index finger
would be a 4 (slightly above average), and the thumb would be a 5
(well above average). Using this
method does more for actually
teaching than any other method
we have found.
continued on page 20
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F/5.3
continued from page 19

Who are the judges?

The first group of judges went
through a two day, intensive
hands-on training workshop
in Spokane in the fall of 2014.
Any participant will tell you
that even though it was fun and
worthwhile, it was also long and
difficult. In the end, there were
19 graduates who now are fully
prepared to not only implement
this unique new method, but participate in our “train the trainer”
program going forward into other
locations.

How does someone get
involved?

First of all, we would LOVE
more involvement in and with
this program. When photographers understand how useful and
helpful this method is, they really
get excited about sharing it and
teaching it to others. For those
who are interested in finding out
more, simply contact us through
the website, email or phone number at the end of this article.

What’s the online
component?

F/5.3 is one component of the
website, www.8feetacross.com,
that our company uses as a portal
for various products and services
we develop. When you go to the
main page, you will see that it
currently offers a “Free Critique.”
We felt it was necessary to build
trust and actually show what this
can do with “no strings or costs

attached,” before considering
implementation of any sort of
paying system. Our plan for the
future is to offer various levels
of memberships which will be
broken down into X number of
images per month that a person

can have submitted to the site. A
photographer may choose which
level best fits their specific need.
For the time being however, this
service is completely free to
everyone.

What’s PPW’s
involvement?

The f/5.3 Judging Method was
presented last year to the PPW
board as a benefit for members.
We contacted the Canadian Association for Photographic Art
(CAPA), and received their help in
formulating a fitting program and
certification that would benefit
and fit our exact needs for this
type of training and certification.
Since CAPA is well known for its
judging methodology and has
been doing this type of certification for many years, this was a
perfect and welcome source for
our needs.
We now have the full support
and endorsement from PPW
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and it is offered as a benefit to
all members at no charge on an
ongoing basis.

Who’s behind it?

The founding members are
Deke Cloyd, Dean Huggins, and
Dennis Isip. The unique backgrounds and creative talents
that each of these photographers
bring to the table has made this
what it is today. They each have
very different creative styles and
the way they look at an image,
but together they work very
well and compliment the final
outcome with surprising results.
Their business savvy and industry knowledge is hard to beat
and is well beyond the norm in
photography today.

What does it cost?

All members of PPW can take
advantage of this service and
benefit at no charge, limited to 1
image submitted per month on
an ongoing basis.

With regards to the Judges
Certification, this cost will be determined after evaluation of what
will be needed, and in what location in order to fulfill a second
group of judges.

Anything else?

As of the middle of December,
the executive board from f/5.3
negotiated a long-term contract
with the Photography Exhibit at
the Spokane Interstate Fair. Not
only will the f/5.3 judges be in
charge of the entire exhibit in
every aspect, the images submitted (usually 750+), will all be
critiqued and judged using this

method for the first time in history. We are very excited about this
opportunity and look forward to
very positive adjustments to this
very sought after attraction at the
fair.

“I was simply amazed at how useful
this method was for my photography.
I am in my last year at a community
college photography program. I also
own my own photography studio in a
nearby city. The critiques we receive
at school are often given by other
students who either candy-coat their
responses or shred the image with
no real justification or reason. When
I was first shown the f/5.3 Judging
Method, I literally said, “Thank God
— we finally have something that will
really work and is easy to use and
understand.” After finding out more
and getting involved with this group,
I decided to really dive in and now
I am a graduate of the f/5.3 judging
training and am a certified judge. This
is a very worthwhile program and
method and can help photographers,
no matter their expertise.”
—Clara Wilson
Smoke & Mirrors Photography

Interested in becoming an f/5.3
Certified Judge? Contact Deke
Cloyd.
dcloyd@ontheedgeimages.com

“Twelve significant
photographs in any one
year is a good crop.”
Ansel Adams

Resolved:
No Slow Winter Months

By Bruce and Josh Hudson
Co-Founders of Mystudiomentor.com
Producers of Photo Entrepreneur TV

Ahhh… it’s another New Year
and the DREADED first quarter!
Normally business sucks this
time of year while the public’s
credit cards cool down from
the holiday shopping bonanza.
Most studios go into hibernation
mode and hope they put enough
in the bank to see them through
the winter months. This business model is dated and needs to
change. It is possible to make a
full time, year round living doing
photography!

So what is the answer for creating cash flow and getting your
phone to ring and inbox to ding
during these perceived “slow
times?” Here are 3 of our best
strategies that we are implementing right now to start off 2015
with a bang.

Happy New Year Cards
How many Christmas Cards
did you receive this year from
friends, family, and clients? A
LOT, RIGHT? Here is another
question, how many Thanksgiving Cards did you get? Or New
Year’s Cards you are getting right
now? Zero! The hardest part of
marketing is getting your message to cut through the clutter of
everything else people get in the
mail. Around Christmas, the consumer’s mail load increases 1030 times a normal month! What
is a client going to remember and
engage with more, a Christmas
card or a card at a non-traditional
holiday time? Our money has
been on the New Year Card!

This has been a success strategy for us for years and it has
proven to help us rise above the

continued on page 22
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No Slow Winter Months
continued from page 21

clutter! We don’t send these cards
to our entire database, only the
top 10% of our clients whom we
call PPC’s (Premiere Portrait Club
members). So we send out about
350-400 cards from our Send
Out Cards account, only costing
us about $1.50 per card, and that
includes the postage. We can
remind them about upcoming
studio events, a promo in January
and February, or just say Happy
New Year!

Maintain and/or Expand
Your Networking
Efforts
If you have read any of our
articles or watched any of our
weekly web TV episodes of Photo
Entrepreneur TV posted at www.
mystudiomentor.com every
Monday, then you already know
that we are huge fans of BNI and
networking in our community.
We can literally track over $50k
in yearly portrait and video revenue directly back to networking.
The stuff works. BUT, you have to
participate! Most photographers
sit around during the first quarter, so get out of your studio and
hit the pavement! Go to Chamber meetings, join a networking
group like BNI, and be proactive
and engaging while there! Set
a goal for yourself to meet new
contacts and to FOLLOW UP!
Here is what we do: reach out
and talk to five new contacts at
every event., These are brand

new people you didn’t know
beforehand. Listen and remember your conversations. After you
are done chatting, quickly right
down the bullet points from your
conversation on the back of their
card. Make it your goal to follow
up the next day in a creative way
that is memorable and reinforces
the conversation that you had
with them at the event. A great
way is to send a gift! We have a
pile of Hudson’s Latte Mugs at the
studio that are used for this kind of
stuff! A little bit of old school in a
modern world can go a long way!

E-newsletters &
Social Media

Probably the best forms of
ROI (Return on Investment) in
our marketing arsenal are email
marketing and social media
engagement. For literally pennies
you can craft a marketing message and blast it out to your email
subscribers and then repost that
same message on social media.
This type of on-demand marketing can really help you fill the
holes in your calendar this type
of year. Throughout the year
our clients get a monthly, more
relationship-based e-newsletter
from us. But during the slower
months we do more than that,
typically ramping up with some
other marketing promos. One
of our most popular was a PetFolio Model Search that we did
a few years ago. Marketed only
through email and social media
we booked 30 pet sessions at the
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studio during January and February and we saw some amazing
sales as well as adding 400+ new
Facebook followers with the contest portion of the model search.

Here are some other ideas –
How about a Happy New Year
email that features some new
products that you launching and
some up-coming events your
clients should know about? In the
past we have really promoted our
Summer Photo Safaris to the San
Juan Islands, Cannon Beach, and
Lake Chelan. Book your consultation before Jan 30th and your session fee will be applied as a credit
towards your portrait order…
stuff like that!
Or you can flat out be honest… this time of year tends to be
slower, I have some amazingly
convenient session times available! Or Portraits in the Snow up
in the mountains, stuff like that!

Bottom Line: This time of year
is all about making your business
presence known to your clients!
You have to cast a line in order to
catch a fish people, it’s that simple.
Once again Happy New Year
and have a great 2015! Let’s all
be proactive marketers and make
2015 a great year for everyone.

Executive Manager Gary Jentoft Retires
By Joanne Murray,
Cr. Photog., FP
Anyone who has been around
PPW for more than a short time
knows Gary Jentoft, Cr. Photog.,
CPP, FP. He joined PPW in 1952,
before many members were
born, and has been a member
continuously ever since. Most
recently, Gary served for over ten
years as PPW’s Executive Manager, the only paid position in this
mostly volunteer organization. He
retired, somewhat reluctantly, in
October 2014. To say that photography, and PPW, are in Gary’s blood
would be an understatement.

Gary grew up in Yakima, spending his early years there before
moving to Seattle with his family. His father, Philip Jentoft, was
a fine commercial and portrait
photographer with Grady-Jentoft
Photography in Seattle. Gary
married his competitor Barbara
who was also a fine commercial
photographer. They have been
in business over 50 years, photographing many celebrities,
sports, events, and politicians.
Gary also conducted business
workshops all across the county.
The string of awards and recognitions after Gary’s name — Certified Professional Photographer,
PPA Photographic Craftsman,
PPW Fellow of Photography, Past
President of PPW, PPW Distinguished Service Award — are
testiment to his skill and service.
Over the years, Gary also served
on the PPW Bylaws and OPP (Operating Policies and Procedures)

committees and the PPW Business and Public Affairs committee
to keep PPW members informed
on legislative and legal matters of
concern to photographers.

Both Gary and Barbara were
members of the Seattle Professional Photographers Association, with Gary serving on the
board and as SPPA president.
Gary was a successful studio
owner, photographer, businessman, lecturer, workshop instructor, and mentor and he taught
photography at Seattle Central
College. He served as a PPA councilor for many years and as a fifty-year member of PPA received
many honors and awards for
service to the profession. PPA’s
Gary Jentoft Association Service Award is given in recognition of distinguished association
service and support to PPA which
exemplifies the commitment that
PPA member volunteers contribute to the success of PPA. The
Jentoft Award in PPW honors his
family and is awarded to the PPW
member who lives in Washington
state with the highest aggregate
score in the print salon.
Barbara and Gary enjoy spending time with their children and
grandchildren and have a tradition of doing a family portrait in
their home each year for Christmas. They also have enjoyed
spending some time on Camano
Island over the years. Gary
founded The Studio News to keep
photographers informed. He also
started Imaging USA which he

turned over to PPA to use as their
annual conference.
Gary has dedicated his life to
helping others to be more successful in business. We appreciate
all he has done for many years to
keep PPW members informed,
as well as his dedication as the
Executive Manager of PPW.

What’s the Jentoft key to success
and long life? Asparagus. He told
me, “Asparagus is eaten every day.
It’s really important to eat asparagus as soon after picking as possible ... it respires (loses oxygen)
quickly. I seldom cook asparagus.
I think that I mentioned to Jay that
the Chief in charge of the messhall made salad the big thing in
our diets. The kids from the South
were much more inclined toward
root foods and salads ... a meal
without greens wasn’t a meal.
Both Barb and I are big on vegetables and greens. As a kid (during
WWII) I lived with my grandparents on the Yakama Indian Reservation and I knew many centenarians who were really active and
leaders in tribal politics. Smoked
fish was also a big part of their
diet (and ours).”
Who knew?
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In the Company of Eagles
The newer digital cameras are
amazing and have numerous controls for this type of photography.
Canon has a twenty-four page guide
just on autofocus configuration.
I was using a Canon EOS 5D
Mark III DSLR camera with a Canon EF 600mm f/4L IS II USM Lens
with Canon Extender EF 1.4X III
for a total focal length of 840mm.
A Gitzo tripod with a gimbal head
provided support and aided in the
tracking the eagles.

By Ken Gatherum
Since a recent surgery put
my diving activities on hold for
several weeks, a photographer
buddy and I went to Wolf Lodge
Bay, Idaho to photograph bald
eagles. It’s seven miles southeast
of Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, bordered
by Interstate 90 on the north and
Idaho Route 97 to the east and
south.

Each winter from November
through February migrating
bald eagles visit the Lake Coeur
d’Alene area to feed on spawning
Kokanee Salmon. After the fish
spawn, they die and float to the
surface of the water, creating an
abundant food source for the migrating eagles. This provides an
excellent opportunity to photograph the bald eagles in flight and
fishing for the Kokanee Salmon.
A favorite area to photograph
the eagles is Beauty Bay, a small
bay off of Wolf Lodge Bay (GPS:

47.620474, -116.679663).
Normally you would want to be
dressed in camo so you would
become invisible to the wildlife,
but that’s not necessary at this location. The eagles are well aware
of your presence and really don’t
care. They are there to feed on the
Kokanee Salmon. The shooting
distances over the water provide
ample protection for the eagles.

Proper clothing for the weather
is very important. I found chemical hand and toe warmers to be a
must!
Having the right equipment
greatly increases the number of
“keepers” with in-flight bird photography. Having a long lens of
400mm to 800mm with the option of a 1.4 teleconverter, sturdy
tripod with gimbal head, and a
camera with a high frame rate
greatly improves the chances of
obtaining a sharp, well composed
image.
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Camera Settings: 1/2000 sec;
f/11; ISO 800, Shutter Priority; Pattern metering, Autofocus
9-point expansion, and a Case 4
setting in the Autofocus Configuration Tool.

It was a great experience. This
time of year there are usually
7-12 photographers at this location. Everyone is very friendly
and willing to share their knowledge and expertise. Some of the
photographers have this type of
photography down to a science.
For example, they have tested
their camera system and know
the optimal frame rate that will
give the highest frame rate and
still allow the camera enough
time for proper autofocus processing. Therefore shooting at the
highest frame rate is not always
the best selection.
One of neat aspects of this type
of photography, is that you could
be standing a couple of feet away
from another photographer and
end up with completely different
images.

F/5.3 Judges Group Takes Over
Spokane Interstate Fair Photography Exhibit
By Deke Cloyd
The Spokane Interstate Fair
Photography Exhibit has been
a very big attraction for many
years in the Inland Northwest. It
is the second largest in Washington state, with a record attendance of 227,075 within the last
5 years.

A respected and well known
photographer, Leroy Nielsen, and
his family have been handling everything for the fair’s photography
exhibit for almost 20 years. Due to
several factors, including recent
serious medical issues, the family
decided it would be best not to
continue this monumental task.
The f/5.3 Judges Group was
made aware of this situation
and contacted both the Nielsen
family and the fair board, to find
out exactly what was needed in
order to take over responsibility
for the exhibit and be positive for
the community and all photographers / attendees involved.

After a substantial amount of
homework and investigation, the
f/5.3 Judges Group took a vote
and made a formal proposal to
the fair board, which was soon after accepted. This group now has
a long-term agreement with the
fair board to take charge of this
exhibit, fully implementing and
controlling the following items:

• Attendance of all Fair exhibitor
meetings
• Implement an Executive Board for
a fair consensus on many decisions

Spokane Interstate Fairgrounds, by Deke Cloyd

• Design and production of all
marketing materials and apparel /
banners
• All rules and requirements for submission of images and logistics
• All changes and additions to the
yearly categories and other specifics
• Collecting all prints from fair office
(roughly one month prior)
• Producing database and labels for
all images / photographers
• Organizing and judging all prints
• Organizing and printing all judging
/ critique info on back of all prints
• Collecting all sponsors / vendors /
volunteers for various duties and
needs
• Organizing and hanging of all
prints in 12 categories
• Documentation and placement
of awards for top prints in each
category

Deke Cloyd and Chris Wooley
(district co-representatives),
want all the PPW members to
know what a unique and wonderful opportunity this is for
our organization. The number
of serious photographers at all
levels that regularly attend this

exhibit is simply something not
to be overlooked. It is a great opportunity to have many from our
organization, as well as the f/5.3
Judges group, to advertise and
have “one on one” conversations
with people who would be a good
fit and join PPW. For this reason,
we are offering to have PPW cosponsor this exhibit with us. This
would give plenty of exposure
and capture many who otherwise
would never know about our
organization.

We look forward to sharing
how much this has enhanced and
added to what PPW is offering
this year. As you can see from this
aerial view of the fairgrounds,
The 600 to 800 entries every year
is a testimony to how popular
this exhibit is in our community.
Come and see for yourself . . .
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Member News & Activities

Alisha & Holland
McGraw
We finally purchased our 1st
home/residential studio and are
settling in Kent, WA. Our 3 deaf
dogs don’t mind the sound of the
trains going by and absolutely
love our large yard adorned by 13
fruit trees, a huge veggie garden,
and roses which had over 600
blooms this summer. We also acquired a ‘72 VW Bug around the
same time and enjoy watching
everyone slug each other as we
drive around town. We traveled

the coast of California, photographing clients along the way.
we also traveled to Wisconsin for
our second WI Photo Tour with
photoshoots in Madison, Green
Bay, Milwaukee, Door County
and a stop in Chicago, too. For
2015 our pet photography can be
found in over 30 major published
calendars. Our first Boxer, Charlie, passed away in 2014 which
was devestating for us. Ironically
after 8 years of submitting his
photos he was finally selected for
a calendar. His happy goofy face
made the cover of the 2015 Boxer
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calendar. Seeing his calendar
around town makes it feel like he
is saying hello in his own special
way, if he only knew how much
we miss him. The image you see
here was our holiday card and
although Charlie isn’t with us
physically he made it in the image, wonder if you’ll find him. We
want to wish everyone a creative,
successful, healthy and happy
2015!

In Chicago we enjoyed a 3 day
1920’s gangster themed mini
vacation. Our favorite experience was going to Green Mill
Cocktail Lounge in Uptown; one
of Al Capone’s favorite jazz clubs
(he had his own booth there).
It is one of the few authentic
speak easy locations that people
patronized during prohibition
that is still standing and still in
business. They even have trap
doors that lead to underground
tunnels where it is said they
would transport liquor and other
illegal activity of the time. While
we were there we found out that
Holland is a not too distant relative to Dale Winters, a performer
and the last wife of a Collosomo
(a mob boss). More history of the
club can be found here: chibarproject.com/Reviews/GreenMill/GreenMill.htm

Re-Ignite, Re-Invent, Re-Energize
Your Photo Biz in 2015!
Bruce & Josh Hudson from
Hudson Portrait Design in Tukwila are hosting a 3½ day workshop
right in your own BACKYARD
March 8-11. The Hudsons will
share their combined 40+ years
of experience during this life &
photo business changing event.
“I have been mentoring with
Bruce and Josh Hudson for many
years. They seem to have their
fingers on the pulse of this ever
changing industry and know how
to adapt to insure success. You
could not ask for a better team in
this industry! They have taught
me not to not reinvent the wheel
and the importance of creating
a great experience for my clients
and to focus on the relationships
I build with them. I know I would
not be where I am today without
them!” —Denise Jane, Strasburg,
Virginia

During the hands-on workshop
the Hudsons will cover in detail:
• Marketing Strategies That Will
Attract the “Perfect Client” to
your Studio!

• Charity Auctions with a 90%
redemption success rate
• Groupon Marketing for the affluent buyer
• Relationship Marketing that will
keep your clients coming back
• Creating a “Killer” web presence
to put your studio at the top
of Google and covert hits into
clients
• Cutting Edge social media
techniques that will make you a
“Rock Star”

• Sales Secrets to Maximize Your
Profit Potential

• Bruce’s step by step consultation
blueprint
• Pricing your work & putting
together a product line clients
want
• In home “go-see’s” and projection sales
• Designing, Shooting, & Selling
for Large Family Wall Décor
• How to get 65% of your HS Seniors to invest in an album

“Thank you for mentoring me!
Your educational offerings not
only work but feed my family!
This past Sunday I sold a 40x60
& 3(YES THREE) - 24x30’s to
one client I obtained from a local
private school auction I donated
to. The total sale was $8800 after
their gift certificate was applied.
That was without frames! Your
marketing and sales strategies
work! What do you say to a man
that “gives away” knowledge for
peanuts? Your education is truly
worth 10X the amount of what
you guys charge. I cannot thank
you guys enough Bruce and Josh!”
—Yoti Telio, Valencia, CA
• Stress Relieving Studio Management Strategies

• Client workflow, (from phone
call to wall portrait hanging)
• Tricks for effective follow up
that will keep you busy year
round
• Out ourcing & when to hire
employees
• Goal setting & the “Power of 6”

The Workshop is scheduled
for March 8th-11th and also
includes:

•
•
•
•
•

One to one attention
Limited to just 15 studios
Lunches, snacks & beverages
Welcome cocktail party
Transportation from SeaTac
airport & hotels
• Washington Wine tasting
event
• Workshop Manual
• Payment Plan Available Too!
Make 2015 your best revenue
year EVER! Learn the ins and
outs of running a successful
photography business in today’s
economy and digital world from
TOP 1% studio owners Bruce and
Josh Hudson, celebrating their
32nd year in business!
For more information & the
variable tuition rates go to www.
mystudiomentor.com/studioimpossible or contact Bruce &
Josh directly at 206-687-7283!

PPW is a State Affiliate of
Professional Photographers of America
An International Association
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Member News & Activities
Larry & Rachel
Ikenberry
Yellowstone in Winter

We like to go to snow country,
somewhere, during Christmas
each year. This year found us in
Yellowstone Park braving the
sub-zero temps while searching
out wildlife and scenes worthy
of capturing on film ( no! - make
that on a memory chip!)

Leaving our base at Mammoth
Hot Springs on a tracked vehicle
into the Park on an all-day photographic trek was a great adventure. The sun eventually peeked
through the early morning, frosty
fog revealing beautiful scenes.

Wildlife encountered over four
days of trekking included many
bison, elk, big horn sheep, trumpeter Swans, wolves, coyotes, and
probably something else!
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Change is in the Air:
New Executive Manager
by Faye Johnson,
PPW Executive Manager
As of October 2014, I was hired
by the PPW Board as Executive
Manager, taking over the tasks
that Gary Jentoft has been doing
for the past 10 years or so. He
has filled this position with much
history and passion for PPW. It
will be quite a challenge to fill the
shoes that he has worn over the
years!

My commitment to PPW has
been ongoing since I joined in
2005. And my involvement on the
PPW Board for the past 8 years
has given me a good base for
tackling this task at hand.

Maintaining the website, PPW’s
central hub of activities, is one of
my top priorities. Communication
is key to this job and I want all
to know I’m here to help when
anyone needs something. Give
me a call (360-509-6994), email
<fayejohnson@comcast.net>
or Instant Message on Facebook
anytime. I welcome your
thoughts, comments or ideas.
I appreciate the Board’s faith
in my ability to do a good job for

PPW. But we all make up PPW.
And everyone’s involvement will
ensure a fun learning environment for professional photographers. My goal is to help all the
volunteers to do their appointed
jobs.
PPW is your Professional Association!

PPA Councilors
Professional Photographers
of America members govern
the association through representatives in the PPA Council.
Washington has four elected
Councilors, all of whom are
also PPW members, although
that is not required. PPW is a
state affiliate of PPA.
PPA Council members represent all of the PPA members
in his or her respective state.
A Councilor’s duties include
attending state and local association meetings, encouraging membership in PPA, and
maintaining constant connection between PPA members
and PPA headquarters. Washington’s Councilors are:

Jeff Fulks, AFP

fulksphoto@aol.com

Doug Walker, CPP, FP
doug@walkerphoto.com

Marie Martineau-Sanberg,
CPP, Cr. Photog., FP
tmlsfoto@comccast.net

Faye Johnson, CPP, M.
Photog., FP
fayejohnson@comcast.net
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Print Competition 2015
Nearly every photographer
who has participated in state,
district, or international print
competition says it helped them
improve the quality of the work
they do every day for clients.

This year’s PPW print competition is combined with PPA
Western District at PPW’s Spring
Conference March 26-31.
All entries this year, both print
and digital, will be processed by
PPA. After you you complete the
online entry form with PPA then
you must e-mail the official PPW
Entry Form to Faye Johnson if
you wish to be considered for
PPW awards and trophies.

All Print Cases must be received by Don Cianci by March 23
or they can be carried in to the
hotel on March 25 by 6 pm. No
late entries allowed.
If you have further questions,
please contact Salon Chair Don
Cianci, 1302 Commerce Ave.,
Longview, WA 98632, 360-4308908.
Full details about 2015
competition are on the PPW

website at http://ppw.org/
page-1214430 and on the PPA
website at http://www.ppa.
com/competitions/content.
cfm?ItemNumber=1541. Be
sure to read everything carefully
and follow directions.

In addition to earning PPW merits for prints that score well, and
having those prints “sealed” for
PPA merits (if you’re also a PPA
member), there are many PPW
“best of” awards, listed here.

PPW State Trophy and
Awards
PPW Classification of
Entries

(22 Categories for State Print
Competition Only)
• Best Portrait of a Child
• Best Portrait of a Bride
• Best Pictorial (Charles Libby
Award)
• Best Portrait of a Group
• Best Portrait of a Groom
• Best Industrial
• Best Portrait of an Animal
• Best Portrait of a Wedding Group
• Best Architectural
• Best Portrait of a Woman

The Northwest’s
PREMIER PRINTING SERVICES
Company.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best Wedding Candid
Best Advertising / Illustration
Best Portrait of a Man
Best Portrait of a Bride & Groom
Best Editorial
Best Portrait of a Couple
Best Wedding Album
Best Aerial
Best Non-Wedding Album
Best Unclassified Wedding Portrait
Best Unclassified Commercial
Best Unclassified Portrait

PPW Trophies

(PPW members receive 2 merits for
each of these trophies)
• PPW Portrait Photographer of the
Year - Highest aggregate score in
the Portrait Division
• R.R. Hutchison Trophy - Best single
entry from the Portrait Division
(excluding Album Entry)
• PPW Wedding Photographer of the
Year - Highest aggregate score in
the Wedding Division
• Best Wedding Portrait Trophy Best single entry from the Wedding
Division – excluding Album Entry
• PPW Commercial Photographer of
the Year - Highest aggregate score
in the Commercial Division
• Roger Dudley Trophy - Best single
entry from the Commercial Division
• Russ Clift Trophy - For Best Mixed
Case (split entry) aggregate score
– (must include such combinaSince 1935

425.947.1539
www.NWFineArtPrinting.com
Info@NWFineArtPrinting.com
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tions as portrait/commercial or
portrait/wedding, commercial/
wedding or portrait/wedding/
commercial)
• Lee Merrill Trophy People’s Choice
Award – the most popular entry
as determined by the vote of PPW
Members
• Alma Gray Trophy - Highest aggregate score for a case from a firsttime entrant having never entered
at a state or international judging.
Entries can be from any division.
• Best of Show Trophy - For the best
single print from all divisions as
determined by the jurors

PPW Awards

(PPW members receive 1 merit for
each of these awards)
Portrait Division
• Best Portrait of a Child featuring
one child

• Best Portrait of a Group featuring
3 or more people
• Best Portrait of an Animal featuring one or more animals
• Best Portrait of a Woman featuring
one woman
• Best Portrait of a Man featuring
one man
• Best Portrait of a Couple featuring
2 people
• Best Unclassified Portrait - A
photograph utilizing unusual concepts, forms or manipulation or
such concepts as to be otherwise
unclassified in other categories
• Best Non-Wedding Album
Wedding Division
• Best Portrait of a Bride featuring
the bride alone in the studio or
on location. May be pre-bridal or
wedding day

• Best Portrait of a Groom featuring
the groom alone in the studio or
on location
• Best Portraita Wedding Group
featuring 2 or more people from a
wedding
• Best Wedding Candid A spontaneous, non-staged event from a
wedding, this will be judged on
the spontaneous aspects of the
photograph
• Best Portrait of a Bride & Groom
featuring the bride and groom in
the same image
• Best Unclassified Portrait A photograph utilizing unusual concepts,
forms or manipulation or such
concepts as to be otherwise unclassified in other categories
• Best Wedding Album
continued on page 32
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Print Competition 2015
continued from page 31
Commercial Division
• Best Pictorial (Charles Libby
Award) Best single pictorial (landscape)
• Best Industrial A location image
for publicity or brochure.
• Best Architectural featuring architectural structure or design for
commercial purposes
• Best Advertising / Illustration
Interpretive photograph dealing
with a commercial idea – not necessarily a product statement (please
include “tear sheet” if available)
• Best Editorial Event or human
interest photograph suitable for
publication, including sports
• Best Aerial A photograph depicting its subject from an AIRBORNE
apparatus view

ADDITIONAL PPW
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

(No merits awarded)
• Judge’s Choice Ribbons - Awarded
to the print the juror feels is most
deserving of recognition – regardless of how the print scored. Any

print accepted for exhibition is
eligible. (Only one Judge’s Choice
ribbon is allowed per print.)
• Honor Court - The TOP 2% of the
total number of entries in each
division. (A minimum score of 85
is required – Entries with a 90 or
above automatically qualify.)
• Kodak Gallery Award - Prints submitted by PPW members are eligible for the Kodak Gallery Award.
(Rules established by Kodak will
also apply. Jurors determine recipient.)
• Fuji Masterpiece Award - Prints
submitted by PPW members are
eligible for the Fuji Masterpiece
Award. (Rules established by Fuji
will also apply. Jurors determine
recipient.)

Impact is the sense one gets upon
viewing an image for the first time.
Compelling images evoke laughter,
sadness, anger, pride, wonder or
another intense emotion. There can
be impact in any of these twelve elements.

PPW uses the 12 elements
below as the “gold standard” to
define a merit image. Judges are
mindful of these elements when
judging images to the PPW merit
level and presented at the annual
convention. The use of these 12
elements connects the modern
practice of photography and its
photographers to the historical
practice of photography begun
nearly two centuries ago. These
twelve elements have been defined as necessary for the success
of an art piece or image. Any image, art piece, or photograph will
reveal some measure of all twelve
elements, while a visually superior example will reveal obvious
consideration of each one.

Presentation affects an image by
giving it a finished look.

12 Elements of a
Competition Print

The elements are listed in accordance to their importance:
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Technical Excellence is the print
quality of the image itself as it is
presented for viewing.

Creativity is the original, fresh,
and external expression of the imagination of the maker by using the
medium to convey an idea, message
or thought.
Style can impact an image in a
positive manner when the subject
matter and the style are appropriate
for each other, or it can have a negative effect when they are at odds.

Composition holds the viewer in
the image and prompts the viewer to
look where the creator intends.
Color Balance supplies harmony
to an image.
Center of Interest is the point
or points on the image where the
maker wants the viewer to stop as
they view the image.

Lighting is the use and control of
light, the way dimension, shape and
roundness are defined in an image.

Subject Matter should always be
appropriate to the story being told in
an image.
Technique: printing, lighting,
posing, capture, presentation media,
and more are part of the technique
applied to an image.
Story Telling refers to the image’s ability to evoke imagination.
One beautiful thing about art is that
each viewer might collect his own
message or read her own story in an
image.

Professional Photographers of Washington
Cast Your Nets Education Conference
Red Lion on the Quay, 100 Columbia St, Vancouver, WA 98660
March 26 to 31, 2015
Please print name as it will appear on badge. (Use reverse side for PPW Additional Registrants.)
NAME:

____________________________________________________
COMPANY: _________________________________________________
STREET: __________________________________________________
PPW Member Conference Registrant:

EMAIL:

________________________________

PHONE: _________________________________
CITY:

____________________ ZIP: ___________
After 3/12/15

On or Before 3/12/15

Full Registration (Programs & Meals listed below in A la Carte section) * ... ...........................
Programs Only (No Meals) ...................................................................................................
One Day Only (No Meals) circle your choice – Sat / Sun / Mon..............................................

$290......................
180.......................
100.......................

$345.
230.
120.

$___________
$___________
$___________

$260
........................
155.....................
. 70.......................

$315.
200.
95.

$___________
$___________
$___________

$200.,.....................
gratis .....................

$250.
gratis

$___________
$___________

Full Registration (Programs & Metals listed below in A la Carte section) *...............................
Programs Only (No Meals) ....................................................................................................
One Day Only (No Meals) circle your choice – Sat / Sun / Mon .............................................

$350......................
240.....................
160......................

$430.
300.
210.

$___________
$___________
$___________

Student: (Must present current full-time School I.D. – PPW Membership is not required)
All Programs Saturday to Monday (No Meals) ......................................................................
One Day Programs (No Meals) circle your choice – Sat / Sun / Mon* ..................................

$110......................
49. .....................

$165.
65.

$___________
$___________

Add'l PPW Member from the same Studio:

Add'l Full Registration (Programs & Meals listed below in A la Carte section) *. ....................
Add'l Programs Only (No Meals) ..........................................................................................
Add'l One Day Only (No Meals) circle your choice – Sat / Sun / Mon.....................................

PPW Life Member:

Full Registration (Programs & Meals listed below in A la Carte section) *..............................
Programs Only (No Meals) ...................................................................................................

Non-PPW Member Conference Registrant:

“A la Carte” Meal Events: (tax & gratuity included)

All Meal Package (Includes meals listed below) ..................................................................
Saturday Dinner w the Vendors ............................................................................................
Sunday Trade Show Lunch ..................................................................................................
Sunday Fun Party / Auction ..........................................................................
Monday New Members Lunch ...................................................................................
Monday President’s Awards Banquet ............(Coat & Tie/Fancy Dress Code suggested).....
*
Please check here for vegetarian meals ___________
Conference Group Portrait Proceeds fund the Pacific Color Lab scholarship in the amount collected.

$200.......................
45. .....................
30. .....................
50. .....................
25. .....................
50. .....................

$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________

10. .....................

$___________

* Must have meal ticket purchased to attend Banquet (Coat and Tie/Fancy Dress Code suggested)

Please make checks payable to: Professional Photographers of Washington, and mail to:
Julie Fitzpatrick
116 Villageway Dr.
Chehalis,WA 98532

ppwtreas@gmail.com or 360-748-4361 or Register online at http://www.ppw.org/page-1054783
Visa or MasterCard #____________________________________________________________ Exp. Date _______________ CVC Code ___________
Cardholder’s Signature _________________________________________________________ Is CC Mailing Address the Same as Address Above

If no, ___________________________________________________

Program Refund/Cancellation Policies: Withdrawal from attending may be made by written request no later than 30 calendar days prior to the event and is subject to a $50 administration fee.
Withdrawal fewer than 30 calendar days prior to the event is non-refundable. PPW reserves the right to cancel courses or refuse admission to any attendee. In case of a cancellation by PPW, the attendee will
receive a full refund. Returned checks incur a $25 service fee.

Waiver of Liability: Professional Photographers of Washington (PPW) shall have no responsibility for personal injury to any participant or loss or damage to any attendee's property, or for personal injuries or
damage to the property of any other person resulting from the attendee's involvement in any course. PPW shall have no responsibility for the acts, errors or omissions of instructors, staff, or other providers of
service to attendees. PPW is not responsible for reimbursement of travel due to cancellation of a program or replacement of an instructor. By signing below the attendee grants full permission for the Professional
Photographers of Washington, to use any photographs, videotapes, motion pictures, recordings or any other record of this program for advertising, educational or promotional purposes. The undersigned hereby
warrants that all policies and financial obligations stated above are understood and agreed to by the attendee and that failure to meet said obligations in the manner prescribed will result in the denial of admission
to programs or receipt of merits.

Registrant Signature _____________________________________________________________ Date: _______________________
Hotel Reservations
Lodging is at the Red Lion on the Quay, 100 Columbia St, Vancouver, WA 98660. You may make room reservations by calling 877-423-7115 or
360-694-8341 Please use PPW Group Rate code PROF0325 to receive the group rate of $95.95 + tax (single/dbl occupancy). Hotel reservations
must be booked by March 15, 2015 to guarantee the convention rate. We have a limited room block that is first come, first served.
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District Reps
Olympic:
Ernst-Ulrich Schafer
ernstphoto@msn.com

Southwest: Marie
Martineau-Sandberg

tmlsfoto@comcast.net
Marie MartineauSandberg opened
her first studio in
Blaine, Minnesota in
1985, moved to Honolulu in 1989, and
established Timeless
Memories Photography in Olympia
in 1994. She has been an active
member of PPW ever since, holding
almost every leadership position at
some point.

Northwest: Mark Turner

mark@turnerphotographics.com
Mark joined PPW
in 2009 when he began adding portraiture to his business,
concentrating on
families. He has been
photographing garden and native plants, licensing them
to book and magazine publishers,
since 1994 when he started Turner
Photographics. He’s a Rochester
Institute of Technology graduate.

Central: Tim Patrick

patricks@northcascades.net

Sno-King: John Perea

jperea@dandjstudio.com
John specializes in photographing
weddings, portraits, and some commercial work from his Renton studio.
He opened his first
studio in 1973 while
working as a deputy
sheriff in California.
After a gap, he opened
a studio in Susanville,

CA in 2003 and moved to Renton in
2008. He became a Certified Professional Photographer in 2010. John is
active with Seattle Professional Photographers and PPA as well as PPW.

Pierce: Brian Page

brian.s.page@me.com
Brian Page has been running Page
Photography with his wife Cindy,
since 2006. From
their base in
Gig Harbor they
operate without a
formal studio by
working with their
clients on location.
Their clients range
from corporate
and senior portraits to families and
landscapes.

Yakima Co-Reps:
Mindy Siks

mindysiks@mac.com
Mindy Siks, AFP, has been a member of PPW since 2000. She is a portrait photographer doing on location
family, senior and children portraits.
She also loves fine art landscape and
special interest/travel photography.

Caron Van Orman

vanormc@elltel.net
Caron Van Orman lives in Ellensburg and has been a member of PPW
since 2007 and a
PPA member since
2008. Her business
focuses on newborns, families, and
high school seniors.
She enjoys photographing clients
on location around the valley, but
appreciates her downtown studio ...
especially when the Ellensburg wind
blows.
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Southeast: Sonja Yearsley

sonjayearsley@gmail.com
Sonja is the owner of Sonja
Photography in West Richland and
has been in business since 2010. She
enjoys weddings,
portraiture, and
landscape photography. She works hard
to attend educational
events so she can
grow as a business owner and artist.

Spokane Co-Reps:
Christopher Wooley

chris@headsandtailsphoto.com
Christopher Wooley is a Certified
Professional Photographer with a
niche portrait studio
in Spokane specializing in Pin-Up photography and headshots
for actors and executives. He has also
developed FathomFocus, an iPad App for
in-person sales for photographers.

Deke Cloyd

dcloyd@ontheedgeimages.com
Deke has been the C.E.O. of “On
the edge Images” since its opening
in 1982. Moving from
Colorado in 1999, he
and his two children
relocated to Washington State and started
On the edge Media
Group in order to
encompass other divisions and an educational direction.
This company’s passion has a strong
emphasis in commercial / industrial
work and the team commonly travels
to many parts of the world, both near
and far, to accomplish what their
demanding clients need.

District Events

Northwest
Central

Olympic
Olympic: Clallam, Jefferson, Kitsap
SnoSouthwest: Clark, Cowlitz, Grays Harbor, Lewis, Mason, Pacific,
King
Thurston, Wahkiakum
Northwest: Island, San Juan, Skagit, Whatcom
Pierce
Sno-King: Snohomish, King
Southwest
Pierce: Pierce
Central: Chelan, Douglas, Grant, Okanogan
Yakima: Kittitas, Klickitat, Yakima
Spokane: Adams, Ferry, Lincoln, Pend Oreille, Stevens, Spokane
Southeast: Asotin, Benton, Columbia, Franklin, Garfield, Walla Walla

Yakima District

Thursday, January 22, 7-9 pm at
Ken Whitmire’s studio. We will
be discussing pricing our work
and benefits of PPW.

ppw.org

Tuesday, February 10, 7-9 pm
at Ken Whitmire’s studio. We’ll
have a “Wine & Titles” meeting
to discuss the 12 elements of a
merit print, share our potential
competition prints, discuss titles,
and critique our work.

Stay in Touch
with PPW
Online

Yakima

Spokane

Southeast

Sno-King District

Southwest District

Ricardo’s Mexican Restaurant,
4065 Factoria Blvd SE, Bellevue,
WA

Studio K
4438 Fir Tree Road Southeast,
Olympia, WA

Wednesday, January 14, 7:00 pm

Getting to Know You meet and
greet to begin revitalizing PPW
membership in King and Snohomish Counties.

Northwest District

Second Tuesday of each month,
7 pm
Rotating locations

Monday, January 26, 7:00 pm

Competition “sort down”

Southeast District

Last Tuesday of each month, 7 pm
Roundtable Pizza in Pasco

Meetings often include an image critique session.

Upcoming Events
Find A
Photographer
Award-winning
Images
Membership
Application
The Washington
Photographer

Providing your tools for
Visual Storytelling
www.ProPhotoSupply.com | Portland,Or

The Washington Photographer Winter 2015 • 35

The Washington Photographer
Mark Turner, Editor
4682 Wynn Road
Bellingham, WA 98226

The 12th Man, by Jamison A. Johnson

I sold this fun 12th Man Snow Sculpture to a client as a Christmas gift. It was made as a 10x13 on authentic B&W
paper via H&H Color lab. I made one print for the gift recipient. I made another for use to sell for a charity they are
involved with in the Spokane area with their local biking chapter to raise money for sick children. I made this snow
sculpture in 2014 outside my home the same month the Seahawks went to the Superbowl, which as we know they won.
I photographed it since we all know snow eventually melts and someone saw it and requested to buy the image from me.
This came as a total surprise and was welcomed income during the Christmas season.

